Item response theory (IRT) is a widely used measurement model. When considering its use in education, health outcomes, and psychology, it is likely to be one of the most impactful psychometric models in existence. IRT has many advantages over classical test theory-based measurement models. For these advantages to hold in practice, strong assumptions must be satisfied. One of these assumptions, local independence, is the focus of the work described here. Local independence is the assumption that, conditional on the latent variable(s), item responses are unrelated to one another (i.e., independent). Stated another way, local independence implies that the only thing causing items to covary is the modeled latent variable(s). Violations of this assumption, quite aptly titled local dependence, can have serious consequences for the estimated parameters. A new diagnostic is proposed, based on parameter stability in an item-level jackknife resampling procedure. We review the ideas underlying the new diagnostic and how it is computed before covering some simulated and real examples demonstrating its effectiveness.
Item response theory (IRT) refers to a collection of latent variable measurement models. These models attempt to explain subject responses to assessment/test questions as a function of parameters related to the item and parameters related to the person. IRT models have a long history, with many of the central ideas being well established in the 1950s (Lazarsfeld, 1950; Lord, 1952) .
Perhaps the earliest treatment of IRT which can be viewed as in any way complete was that of Lord and Novick (1968) , along with the contributions by Allan Birnbaum included therein. It took another decade or so for software and computers to catch up to the theory, but by the early 1980s it was possible to estimate parameters for problems of meaningful size in reasonable amounts of time. Since then, there has been an explosion of research in IRT creating new models, new estimation methods, and new software to put these developments into the hands of researchers and practitioners.
There are many different IRT models. For the purposes of this article we will focus on two of the simpler models that have seen widespread use in psychological measurement: the 2-parameter logistic model (2PLM; Birnbaum, 1968) and the graded response model (GRM; Samejima, 1969) . The 2PLM was created for dichotomous responses and is commonly presented, for a positive response, as:
where P denotes probability, Y j is the observed response to Item j, is the latent variable being measured, a j is the slope for Item j, and b j is the severity (also called difficulty or threshold) parameter for Item j. The response probability for the lack of endorsement is P(Y j ϭ 0 | ) ϭ 1.0 Ϫ P(Y j ϭ 1 | ). In some representations of the 2PLM, a scaling constant (D) is included in the equation. The scaling constant serves to place the logistic form of the 2PLM in the same metric as the probit version (which was the original form of the model presented in the 1950s and 1960s). However, given the continued dominance of logistic IRT models, there is no compelling reason to include the scaling constant in this research. The slope in Equation 1 is analogous to a factor loading in a factor analysis model and indicates the strength of the relationship between the underlying latent variable and responses to the item in question (higher slopes indicating a stronger relationship). The severity parameter in the 2PLM is the point along the latent continuum where an individual has a 50% chance of endorsing the item.
The GRM is appropriate when there are two or more item responses in a known order. For an item with C j categories, the GRM is often written as:
where y j ʦ{0, . . . , C j Ϫ 1} is the observed response (i.e., a realization of Y j ) for Item j and all other parameters are as previously defined. The 2PLM is a special case of the GRM -if the GRM is used with an item with only two categories it simplifies to the 2PLM. The two boundary threshold parameters are taken to be b j(0) ϭ Ϫϱ and b j͑C j ͒ ϭ ϱ such that the category response probabilities are defined consistently. For identification and computational ease, it is common to assume the latent variable follows a standard normal distribution, although there are available alternatives (e.g., Woods, 2006) . The 2PLM and GRM shown above also assume there is only one latent trait underlying the item responses (an assumption often called unidimensionality). There are many models that do not make this assumption (for more on multidimensional IRT models see Cai, 2010a; Cai, 2010b; Edwards, 2010; Reckase, 2009; , but for convenience this paper will focus on unidimensional models.
Strongly related to the assumption of unidimensionality is that of local independence. Local independence implies that, conditional on the latent variable(s), item responses are unrelated. The version of local independence most commonly used (called strong local independence, McDonald, 1994; Stout, 2002) assumes that the probability of seeing any particular pair of item responses is a product of the probabilities of seeing each separately. In other words, for a test of length J, strong local independence is characterized by the factorization of joint item response probabilities:
Correspondingly, there is a weak form of local independence (Stout, 1990) , which involves conditional covariance. A test of length J is said to be weakly locally independent with respect to latent variable if the conditional covariance is zero for all unique
In our experience, there is substantial confusion surrounding the issues of dimensionality and local independence. Many researchers assume IRT models must be unidimensional to satisfy the local independence requirement. This is not the case. Local independence is a more fundamental concept. In fact, unidimensionality can be derived from local independence. If the minimal dimensionality of necessary for the test to possess local independence is one, then the test is unidimensional. A natural corollary is that a correctly specified multidimensional model should result in local independence at the item level.
Local independence is a critical assumption of IRT modeling and efforts must be made to assess the extent to which it is reasonable in a given situation. On the other hand, one may also view local independence as an objective to be achieved empirically during model fitting. The satisfaction of this assumption can be indicative of adequate model fit: A model which fails to produce local independence, or put another way exhibits local dependence (LD), has failed to capture some important source of covariance between items, and consequently may lead to biased inference. In either sense, as assumption or outcome, the ability to assess the extent to which local independence has been achieved is an important part of the responsible use of IRT models.
Existing Methods to Assess Local Dependence
Before addressing the existing methods for detecting LD, it is useful to differentiate between possible models of LD. Chen and Thissen (1997) detailed two models that can induce LD, which they called surface local dependence (SLD) and underlying local dependence (ULD). SLD is observed when respondents answer two questions identically because the items are similar, either in content or location on the instrument. The probability that the second item in the SLD pair will have a response identical to the first item is denoted by LD . The SLD process for an item pair is: With probability LD :
With probability 1 Ϫ LD :
Response to Item 2 ϭ ͭ 1, with P͑X 2 ϭ 1 | )
The underlying process implied by the IRT model for responses to Item 2, which involves , does not determine the response to the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Item 2 for a portion of respondents when SLD is present. For these respondents, the response to the second item is determined by the response given to the first item of the pair of locally dependent items, without consideration of the respondent's level on the latent variable. An example of SLD is a hypothetical childhood autism scale that has an item concerning the child's distractibility and a separate item assessing their difficulty in paying attention. For researchers, there are meaningful clinical distinctions between these items, but some parents may respond to the two items as if they are soliciting the exact same piece of information. ULD is most easily described as the existence of an additional (unmodeled) latent variable. The ULD model implies that within each locally dependent set of items there is an underlying trait which the dependent items share but is not common to other items in the scale. Rather than the latent variable playing no role in determining the response to an item, as in SLD, in ULD there are multiple latent variables at work, some of which are unaccounted for in the specified model. An example of ULD is a physical functioning scale that includes an item about the respondent's ability to climb a single flight of stairs and a separate item regarding their ability to climb several flights of stairs, in addition to other physical functioning indicators. These "stair climbing" items would not be interpreted as soliciting redundant information, unlike items with SLD, but they are expected to be related to one another over and above the degree able to be accounted for by a model using only a general physical functioning latent trait. That is, the stair climbing items may be best modeled with both a general physical functioning factor and a "stair climbing" common factor.
Given the importance of identifying items exhibiting LD, numerous indices and statistics for detecting LD have been proposed. The most well-known of these within the IRT literature are the Q 3 of Yen (1984) and the likelihood ratio statistic G 2 (or its largesample equivalent, Pearson's 2 ) proposed for LD detection by Chen and Thissen (1997) . More recently introduced LD detection devices include Ip's (2001) suggestion to use the Mantel-Haenszel Test (e.g., Darroch, 1981) with multiple testing corrections and Tsai & Hsu's (2005) information entropy-based measure named the absolute value of mutual information difference. Even the use of modification indices from the structural equation modeling (SEM) framework has been examined as a possible method of LD detection. Existing LD detection measures have typically focused on detecting locally dependent item pairs, consistent with the idea of weak local independence noted earlier, that is, pairwise associations. This is due primarily to the theoretical and computational issues that arise when applying the concept of LD to higher-order item sets. Additionally, while most of the noted measures could be extended to more complex inter-item associations, for example, item triplets or quadruplets, the difficult work to expand LD detection efforts beyond the pairwise case may be superfluous, as a collection of pairwise LD index values can provide indications for dimensional structures more complex than just item pairs.
Although there are numerous existing LD detection measures, a review of the literature suggests that only one or two are commonly used in practice or easily available to practitioners. Comparative simulation studies (e.g., Chen & Thissen, 1997; Houts & Edwards, 2013; Kim, 2007) have found that even commonly used measures encounter situations in which their performance leaves something to be desired. For instance, Q 3 , which detects LD between Item i and Item j via the correlation between the deviation of the observed and model-predicted item scores for each item, has shown mixed performance. When using a static cut-value of 0.2, some studies (e.g., Chen & Thissen, 1997; Houts & Edwards, 2013) have suggested that the Q 3 is underpowered, particularly when used with tests/scales that have a limited number of items. With respect to the r-to-z transformed version of the Q 3 , a simulation study (Kim, 2007) found the measure to be quite powerful but to also exhibit an inflated Type I error rate with short scales. Additionally, Chen and Thissen (1997) demonstrated that the transformed version of the measure fails to follow its theoretical null distribution.
The likelihood ratio statistic (G 2 ) detects LD by evaluating the difference between the observed and model predicted item responses from each item pair's contingency table. While G 2 performed well in the initial simulation study reported at its introduction, subsequent research (e.g., Houts & Edwards, 2013; Kim, 2007) found that the measure fails to approximate its theoretical distribution. SEM modification indices, which may be employed as an LD detection device by examining modification index values for residual correlations among all possible item pairs, also appear to have notable short-comings. While some researchers reported their success at detecting LD (e.g., Kim, 2007; Steinberg & Thissen, 1996) , others have observed less promising performance (e.g., Hill et al., 2007; Houts & Edwards, 2013) , including the observation of theoretically impossible values. Given all of this, it is clear that the area of LD detection could benefit from a measure that is widely available to applied users and performs well in commonly encountered situations.
A Resampling Based Method to Detect Local Dependence
The method we are proposing to detect LD has two primary inspirations. First, in the course of conducting many IRT analyses with real data a pattern was observed in which LD often manifested as very high slopes for the items exhibiting LD. This phenomenon was observed and reported briefly in Hill et al. (2007) . The primary focus of that article was to demonstrate how categorical confirmatory factor analysis (CCFA) and IRT played complementary roles in psychometric work. In the process of comparing CCFA and IRT results for a seven-item physical functioning scale, the authors report seeing very large slopes (ranging from 4 to 6 in the GRM) for three of the items. When any two of those three items were removed from the IRT calibration, the resulting slope estimates were in the 2 to 3 range, about half the size that was found when all three were calibrated simultaneously. The non-suspected-LD items had slopes in the 2 to 3 range and when two of the three suspected LD items were omitted from calibration, the remaining item slopes increased slightly.
This phenomenon of artificially inflated slope estimates in the presence of LD was also demonstrated in Chen and Thissen (1997) using simulated data. As Chen and Thissen (1997) note, if unaccounted for LD is present in a data set/model, the accuracy of item parameter estimates can be negatively affected. From our experience in applied calibrations, we most often observed that if one of the pair of items was removed (a commonly used method for resolving LD), there would be a general "re-aligning" of the item slopes such that the slope for the remainder of the pair decreased This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(often substantially) and the slopes for the nonlocally dependent items increased (often not substantially, but noticeably). Failing to model LD is conceptually similar to underfactoring in an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) setting. Indeed, Ip (2010) has provided a mathematical demonstration that locally dependent IRT models and multidimensional (including bifactor) models are empirically indistinguishable. If there are really two factors (even if one is only comprised of two items) and only one factor is estimated, that model will try to maximize variance accounted for (or whatever objective function is being used) with the tools at its disposal. As such, the factor the model chooses to use will likely be some combination of the two "real" factors, as previously noted by Yen (1984) among others. In some cases, if the covariance between the locally dependent items is much greater than the average covariances among the rest of the items (especially on short tests, in our experience), the locally dependent pair "hijacks" the latent factor to account for their own high covariance. When one of a pair of locally dependent items is removed, regardless of the strength of LD, there is no longer an underfactoring problem and the model can realign along the primary common factor.
Essentially, to the extent that it can, the LD serves to shift the estimated latent dimension away from the primary latent dimension and toward a configuration which is better able to allow the model to account for the high covariance between the locally dependent items. The locally dependent items will have a stronger relationship to this "compromise" latent dimension (as indicated by high slope parameter values) than they would to the primary latent dimension(s) and the nonlocally dependent items will have a weaker relationship to the compromise latent dimension than they would to the primary latent dimension. When one item in a locally dependent pair is removed from the model, the model's incentive for deviating from the primary latent dimension has also been removed. The estimated latent dimension then tracks more faithfully to the "true" latent dimension. The remaining locally dependent item will have a weaker relationship to this dimension (relative to the composite dimension which is trying to account for the LD) and the nonlocally dependent items will have stronger relationships.
Our second source of inspiration came from the general statistical idea underlying DFBETAS in regression (e.g., Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003) . DFBETAS are computed for each case (i) by predictor (j) pairing as:
where b j is the estimated slope for predictor j using all the data, b j(i) is the estimated slope for predictor j excluding case i, and se (b j(i) ) is the estimated standard error for the slope for predictor j excluding case i. A more general way to describe the idea behind DFBETAS is as follows. First, a parameter is estimated using all the data. Second, the data are perturbed in some way (usually by removal of an observation). Third, the parameter is re-estimated. Finally, the two estimates are compared for stability. If a particular observation is not influential, removing it from the data set should have minimal impact on the resulting estimates.
We wanted to extend this idea to help us deal with the problem of detecting LD. In the case of LD there is less concern about individuals impacting the estimates than there is for particular pairings of items. As such, the data are perturbed not to remove Case i, but to remove Item j. If a one-factor model is reasonable/ appropriate (i.e., no LD), then removing any single item should have minimal impact on the remaining item parameter estimatesthe data set with all J items is compatible with the assumptions made by the fitted model and the data set less any Item j is also compatible. If there is LD, then the data set with all J items will not be fully compatible with the fitted model. However, if one of the items in a locally dependent doublet is removed, that particular set of data will become compatible.
The procedure we are proposing is called the Jackknife Slope Index (JSI). Generally speaking, 1 the JSI procedure functions as follows. First, all item parameters are estimated using all the data. Second, the data are perturbed by removing Item j. Third, the item parameters are re-estimated. Finally, the item parameters are compared for stability. As the emphasis here is on dimensionalityrelated violations, we focus our attention on the slope parameters. We quantify change between the complete data and the data less item k using:
where j indexes the item being examined and k indexes the item being removed from the data set. Each item is removed sequentially from the data set and at each step a vector of JSI values is created which assess the impact of removing Item k on the slope estimates for all the remaining items. We use the standard error from the run calculated less Item k because, when there is LD in the data, the "less Item k" estimate is expected to be more stable 2 than the standard error from the analysis including all items. While our proposed LD index is readily extended to detecting higher order sets of locally dependent items, we will focus on detecting pairs of locally dependent items, but acknowledge that this is primarily a choice of convenience that also conforms to the methodology of the existing LD detection literature.
Illustrative Examples and Simulation Study Summary
In order to provide concrete examples of how the JSI functions as an LD detection measure, individual replications from 6 cells of a larger simulation study are reported. We examine three different LD conditions (no LD, mild SLD, mild ULD), each with 10 items and each at two different sample sizes (N ϭ 250 and N ϭ 1,000). All items were dichotomous and item parameters were simulated from a N(1.7,0.3) distribution for slopes, a distribution selected based on the a-parameter distribution found by Hill's (2004) examination of 15 psychological tests, and N(0,1) for difficulty/ severity parameters, similar to the b distributions used in Chen and Thissen (1997) , Finch and Habing (2007) , and Kim (2007) . Values 1 The appendix shows how the JSI procedure can be justified informally as a form of Lagrange Multiplier Test.
2 One could imagine examining change in the standard errors themselves to help identify LD. In older IRT software the standard error estimates are approximations and may not be accurate enough for this purpose. Recent work (e.g., Cai, 2008) has allowed for more accurate computation of standard errors and there may be merit in considering using these to detect LD. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
of were generated from N(0,1). In the null case, we generated data for 10 items conforming to a unidimensional model. In the SLD case, we induced LD between Items 2 and 3 using LD ϭ 0.3, which is the mildest condition used in Chen and Thissen (1997) . In the ULD case, we induced LD between Items 1 and 2 by using a slope ratio of 1.5, one of the ULD conditions examined in Houts and Edwards (2013) . This means that, in addition to loading on the primary factor, these two items also loaded on an "LD" factor 3 which was orthogonal to the primary factor. The slope (for identification reasons the two items were constrained to have the same slope on the LD factor) on this factor was simulated from a N(2.55,0.15) distribution. The mean of this distribution is 1.5 times that of the generating distribution used for primary slopes, which we have found (Houts & Edwards, 2015) produces a similar "amount"' of LD as the LD ϭ 0.3 condition in the SLD case.
Analyses were performed using flexMIRT (Cai, 2012 ) which can produce the JSI upon request. In the null condition, parameter estimates were recovered well: root mean square errors for slopes were 0.36 and 0.11 and for severity parameters were 0.17 and 0.04 for N ϭ 250 and N ϭ 1,000, respectively. These values are consistent with existing simulation work (e.g., Stone, 1992) evaluating the recovery of item parameters. Computation of the JSI requires repeated fitting of a unidimensional IRT model. With 10 items that means there are 11 required estimation runs (one with all items plus one removing each item). Given modern computing power these runs happen very quickly. In the 10-item cases discussed here all 11 estimation runs were completed in about two seconds for each sample size. Longer tests (or increases in sample size) will increase this time, but only in a linear fashion.
In its "natural" state, the result of running the JSI calculations on a particular data set is a matrix of JSI values such as found in Table 1 , which displays values from the k ϭ 10, N ϭ 250, LD ϭ 0.3 cell of the simulation. Positive values indicate that the removal of the k th item caused the slope of the j th item to decrease, which is the behavior targeted by the JSI. Negative values indicate that the removal of the k th item caused the slope of the j th item to increase, a result which conforms to the idea that the slopes are realigning to the intended primary factor. It was anticipated that any such negative values would typically be small due to the stability of the latent variable "definition" provided by the other items in the analysis. Per Equation 6, all JSI values are in the metric of the standard error of the slope calculated for Item j in the absence of Item k. Thus, the 2 that can be found in element (3,2) of Table 1 means that the slope for Item 3 decreased by two standard error units when Item 2 was removed.
Before reviewing the results of the illustrative simulation examples, it is necessary to describe a simplification of the JSI output that we have found useful. As noted and displayed in Table 1 , the JSI procedure produces a full matrix of values. In opposing offdiagonal elements of this matrix are the impact on Item j of removing Item k and the impact on Item k of removing Item j. As the focus here is on pairs of locally dependent items, it is the sum of these values that we have found most useful. Thus, when we examine the output from the JSI procedure, we "fold" the matrix on the diagonal and sum the corresponding elements. What we expect to see, in the case of typical kinds of LD, are (relatively) large positive JSI values for the offending pair and corresponding negative (but smaller) JSI values for the other items as they relate to the doublet.
Surface Local Dependence Results
As explained above, in the SLD case LD was induced between Items 2 and 3 using LD ϭ 0.3. That is, for 30% of the simulees, the response to Item 3 was generated to be identical to the response to Item 2 and the remaining 70% of simulees responded according to the expectation of their value interacting with Item 3's particular item parameters. Chen and Thissen (1997) studied three levels of SLD using LD values of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 -the 0.3 value was considered a "low" level of LD. In the current results, two samples were generated, with simulated sample sizes of N ϭ 250 and N ϭ 1,000. The resulting "folded" JSI values can be found in Table 2 . The top table contains the N ϭ 250 results. The largest value in the table, 2.1, is for the (2, 3) item pair. The next largest value, 0.9, is less than half of that size. Also, a careful examination of the second row and third column show that, for the most part, the other JSI values are negative with respect to this pair. When the sample size increases to 1,000, the pattern is much clearer, with the (2, 3) pair having a value of 4.3. In this instance all other values in the second row are indeed negative.
Two issues should be mentioned at this point. First, as might be expected, JSI values increase as N increases (i.e., as the standard errors become smaller). This suggests that the magnitude of JSI values will depend, to some extent, on the sample size. Second, it is easy to find the patterns when you know where to look. This is an advantage that individuals working with real data would not have. Both of these issues will be addressed in the Discussion section.
Underlying Local Dependence Results
The ULD cases had an additional factor influencing Items 1 and 2. The slope relating these items to this factor were generated to be roughly 1.5 times the slope relating these items to the primary factor. Thus, a simulee's response to Item 1 (and 2) was driven, in a completely model-based way, by their values on the two dimensions and the item parameters. The JSI values for the N ϭ 250 and N ϭ 1,000 data sets are provided in the top and bottom of Table 3 , respectively. Again in the N ϭ 250 case, we see that the JSI value for the locally dependent pair (Items 1 and 2) is nearly twice that of the next closest value (2.2 vs. 1.2). With one exception, the remaining JSI values in the first row are negative. Both sample size results would suggest item pair (1, 2) be considered a candidate for LD. The increase in sample size for the ULD case does not provide nearly the differentiation that it did in the SLD case. Although the JSI value increases for the target pair (2.2 to 2.7), it is not as dramatic an increase as was seen in the SLD case.
Null Results
For comparative purposes, we also simulated data that did not have LD to see how JSI values behaved in the null condition. Table 4 contains the JSI results, again for sample sizes of 250 and 1,000. The JSI results from the two sample sizes are a similar mix of positive and negative JSI values with no large positive values standing out in either set.
Large-Scale Simulation Study Summary
The previous examples using simulated data are individual replications from a small subset of the conditions examined in Houts and Edwards (2013) . Interested readers are directed to that article for detailed results, but we provide an overview of relevant findings which, we feel, establish the JSI as a viable candidate for LD detection, based on its stand-alone performance as well as in comparison to other LD detection measures. While the incarnation of the JSI studied in Houts and Edwards (2013) is slightly different than the formulation presented here (the standard error in the denominator was from the full-item analysis, rather than the standard error calculated with Item k removed), recent work has found the current formulation to obtain results similar to those presented. In fact, while the majority of general conclusions were unchanged, the performance of the JSI using the "less Item Note. JSI stands for Jackknife Slope Index. These data were simulated to have underlying local dependence (slope ratio ϭ 1.5) between Items 1 and 2. The top table contains results from N ϭ 250 and the bottom from N ϭ 1,000. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
k" standard error was noticeably improved in conditions with 10-item scales. In a comparison of the performance of numerous LD detection indices/statistics, which included an early incarnation of the JSI, Houts and Edwards (2013) created simulation conditions constructed to mimic data more typical of that collected from psychological scales, such as a limited number of items (40 or less) or participants (maximum of 1,000) and the use of IRT models where guessing is assumed absent (2PLM and GRM). With 1,000 replications performed within each simulation cell, the results provide a picture of the performance of the various tested LD indices. In evaluating the JSI in this study, an automated procedure was used. The pairwise "folded"/summed JSI values were tested against an ad hoc cut value of the mean of the values plus twice the standard deviation, in which positive summed JSI values more than the cut-value were flagged as indicating LD. To be clear, in a folded JSI table with 10 items (e.g., the top panel of Table 2 ) there are 45 elements. In each replication, we calculated the mean and standard deviation observed for the 45 elements produced in that replication and flagged values greater than two standard deviations plus the mean as indicating the presence of LD. It was not our intention to establish a permanent cutoff value for the JSI, but when conducting a simulation an automated procedure must be specified. In addition, focusing on things more than two standard deviations from the observed mean struck us as a reasonable first step in exploring the performance of the JSI.
Overall, the JSI performed quite well in most conditions, both absolutely and in comparison to other indices. Averaging over some of the conditions considered, we can compare G 2 , Q 3 , and JSI for the 2PLM and GRM with both ULD and SLD. In the 2PLM/SLD conditions, the JSI had higher power (0.86) than Q 3 (0.77), but less power than G 2 (0.93). In terms of Type I error, the arbitrary "mean plus 2 SD" rule used with the JSI had a Type I error rate of 0.01 in the 2PLM/SLD conditions, compared to 0.06 for G 2 and 0.04 for Q 3 . In the 2PLM/ULD conditions, the JSI once again had higher power (0.67) than Q 3 (0.47), but less power than G 2 (0.75). The Type I error rates in the 2PLM/ULD conditions were 0.02 for the JSI, 0.00 for Q 3 , and 0.02 for G 2 . These patterns were roughly similar in the GRM/SLD conditions, with JSI being more powerful (0.91) than Q 3 (0.84), but not G 2 (1.00) and Type I error rates of 0.01 for JSI, 0.00 for Q 3 , and 0.08 for G 2 . The last set of conditions, GRM/ULD, was where the JSI (0.84) outperformed both Q 3 (0.72) and G 2 (0.80) in terms of power. Type I error rates in this condition were 0.02 for the JSI, 0.00 for Q 3 , and 0.07 for G 2 . In null conditions (i.e., no LD present), the JSI had Type I error rates of 0.02 in the 2PLM and GRM conditions. The error rate for G 2 was lower than expected in the 2PLM conditions (0.02) and slightly above expectation in the GRM conditions (0.06). The Q 3 statistic had much higher than anticipated Type I error rates in the 2PLM conditions (0.17), but lower than anticipated in the GRM conditions (0.00).
The JSI seemed to falter, with respect to power, in simulation cells where multiple locally dependent pairs were present, particularly when combined with a short (10-item) scale. Houts and Edwards (2013) also note that an examination of JSI matrices from cells in which the measure performed poorly indicated that the expected pattern of high (for locally dependent pairs) and low (for nonlocally dependent pairs) values was present, but the automated procedure failed to flag the locally dependent pairs due to an inflated standard deviation of the summed JSI values. This would indicate that for a single analysis using visual inspection of the matrix, the correct flagging of locally dependent pairs should be more accurate than the automated-check simulation results suggest.
Empirical Data Demonstration
Before turning to the Discussion, we provide a brief empirical example using the JSI. Our detailed examples to this point have been focused on the detection of a single doublet. Of course, this is just one very specific subset of a much larger family of possible multidimensional models that may exhibit LD. Often a researcher is interested in using an exploratory procedure to obtain a data-based conjecture about the dimensionality underlying a set of item responses. The empirical example comes from a quality of life scale developed by Lehman (1988) 4 and used to illustrate a bifactor analysis of graded response data in Gibbons et al. (2007) . The Quality of Life Rating Scale (QoLRS) consists of 35 items each rated on a 7-point scale. The scale was completed by a total of 586 subjects with chronic mental illness. In the Gibbons et al. (2007) article, a bifactor model with one general and eight "subdomains" was the preferred model for these responses, both theoretically and in terms of model fit-the bifactor model fit 4 We are deeply grateful to Dr. Lehman for providing these data. 
Note. JSI stands for Jackknife Slope Index. These data were simulated to have no local dependence. The top table contains results from N ϭ 250 and the bottom from N ϭ 1,000.
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significantly better than the unidimensional model, 2 (35) ϭ 2188, p Ͻ .01. A representation of the factor structure can be found in Table 5 . The number of items related to a given subdomain ranges from four to six. Thus, we expect a "bi-factor like" model with a general factor loading on all 35 items, and 34 of the items also having one (and only one) secondary loading. We were curious about what the JSI may be able to tell us in such a dimensionally more complex situation.
To that end, we fit a unidimensional model to the QoLRS data using the GRM, with one slope parameter and six thresholds estimated per item. Following initial parameter estimation, flexMIRT applied the JSI procedure as outlined above. The resulting matrix of JSI values is 35 ϫ 35, which makes it somewhat cumbersome for presentation purposes. A version of this table (folded as previous JSI tables have been) is provided in Table 6 . The shading in the table delineates the subdomains indicated by Lehman (1988) and Gibbons et al. (2007) 
Discussion
The JSI is motivated by the empirical observation that stability of item slope estimates (or lack thereof) may reveal unmodeled LD among items. It is formally analogous to case-influence statistics used in multiple regression analysis. While most case-influence statistics in regression modeling can be obtained via analytical means, the feasibility of JSI as a diagnostic tool for practical measurement situations relies on the availability of modern computing environments to facilitate the implementation of a brute-force item deletion jackknife procedure.
Overall, we believe that the performance of the JSI demonstrates that it is an effective and efficient tool for identifying possible item pairs exhibiting LD. In the presented examples, the patterns of JSI values correctly flagged the item pairs exhibiting LD and did not flag pairs that were generated to be locally independent. This was true in both the SLD and ULD simulations. This observed performance of the JSI was also supported in the large scale simulation study reported in Houts and Edwards (2013) , which generally found the JSI to have This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
high power and an acceptable Type I error rate across a variety of conditions. As noted previously, the value used here to simulate SLD was considered to be a low level of LD by Chen and Thissen (1997) , indicating that the JSI is sensitive to even mild levels of induced LD. The empirical data demonstration also indicated that the JSI may be useful for detecting more complex departures from unidimensionality, outside of single item pairs which were the focus of the simulations. The QoLRS example suggests that even if applied researchers do not know, a priori, where to look for LD that the JSI is adept at correctly indicating item pairs that should be investigated for possible LD. In addition to its effective detection of LD, the JSI also has the advantage of simplicity. There is no need to obtain numerous contingency tables (e.g., G 2 or 2 ) or individual estimates (e.g., Q 3 ) after item parameter estimation. It should also be noted that these values are only intermediate steps, required in addition to the actual calculations for the given indices. These calculations also depend entirely on parameters estimated in the presence of the unmodeled LD. The JSI also uses estimates impacted by unmodeled LD, but compares these estimates to estimates obtained when there should be no LD in the model (in the simple case of doublets). The JSI does require repeated item calibrations, but this process has been automated in newer IRT software programs (e.g., flexMIRT) and, especially when applied to unidimensional models, completes very quickly. In addition, the repeated calibrations are completely independent of one another, making JSI calculations prime candidates for using parallel processing capabilities of modern CPUs. The parallel speedup is especially prominent when the number of items is large, precisely when the JSI is the most computationally demanding. Furthermore, because the JSI uses only item parameters (specifically slopes) and their standard errors, it may be used in conjunction with parameter estimates from any IRT model (e.g., 2PL, 3PL, GRM, Nominal, etc.) without further theoretical work. We believe that the JSI could also be used in conjunction with non-normal latent trait distributions, although this needs to be empirically validated.
There is much work that needs to be done in addition to the non-normal question. Our current recommendation is to use the JSI as a diagnostic and not as a statistic. Rather than looking for specific values, the JSI can be used to look for extreme values given a data set as well as patterns in the larger values. Research is ongoing to investigate ways to automate the flagging of potential locally dependent pairs, such as determining ad hoc cut-off values or statistically sound critical values that would maximize the specificity and sensitivity of the JSI. We continue our exploration of cutoff values with some trepidation, as their provision can lead to fairly blunt application in practice when a more nuanced view would serve researchers better. The full extent of the impact of sample size on the JSI is currently unknown. While larger samples will decrease the size of the standard errors, which could result in inflated JSI values, it is also possible that with more data we will see less variability in the point estimates.
The JSI approach, while presented in the framework of IRT here, could similarly be applied to factor analysis. One would expect to see the same kinds of trends with respect to factor This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
loadings as was seen in slopes in the presence of LD. Given the strong ties long recognized between IRT and factor analysis (especially CCFA, see e.g., Lord, 1952; Lord & Novick, 1968; Takane & de Leeuw, 1987) this may be a fruitful line of future inquiry. In an EFA setting, one could imagine that if a model with fewer factors than was optimal for a given data set was considered, measured variables which would ideally load strongly on their own factor would have weaker loadings on some other "compromise" factor created due to underfactoring. Along these same lines, it would be of great interest to more fully study how the JSI performs in the presence of more complex dimensionality. LD indices grew out of a time period where almost all applications of IRT were unidimensional. As multidimensional models become more prominent (and practically feasible), extending the study of the existing LD measures to this more complex space will be an important area of future research. While more work remains to be done, we believe that the conceptual appeal of the JSI sets it sufficiently apart from existing LD indices and that it may prove to be a useful addition to the toolbox of researchers for diagnosing departures from local independence in IRT modeling. 
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